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THE BATTLE OF THE CLUBS.
"DOES IT PAY TO BELONG TO SICK SOCIETIES ?`

UNDER this head a contemporary has given insertion to the letter of a
writer who complains of a growing tendency in club doctors to draw
a distinction between club and private patients; that he himself has had
experience of it, and that many are " severing their membership " rather
than put up with it. He says, "of course he does not expect the attention
and consideration that a private or fee-paying patient receives, but one
does expect a little courtesy and thought, though he be an unfortunate
club patient." Here the case against the club doctor is clearly over-
stated, for it is a libel on the profession to say they do not, as a rule,
treat their club patients with courtesy and thought. Still there is a
modicum of truth in the remarks. Human nature is human nature, and
the present miserable scale of payment to the medical officers of friendly
societies may not improbably tend to promote a feeling of dissatisfaction
in the minds of some practitioners which may result in strained relations
between a doctor and his club patients.
" Pro Bono Publico "-for so the writer styles himself-is quite right,

and the profession will be entirely of his mind, that a time has come for
an " inspection of the working of these societies," and that efforts should
be made to restrict their operation to the class for which they were ori-
ginally intended.

THE MEDICAL PROFESSION AND FRIENDLYdSOCIETIES.MIDLANDS writes: The letter of "H. T. D." in the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL of January 3oth is as concise and clear as it is possible to put
it, and I agree with every word. Perhap3 I am in an unusually good
position to express an opinion, having formerly " indulged" in clubs
in a mixed practice, next having had a mixed cash and general practice
without clubs, but getting dozens of patients that belonged to clubs
but who somehow afforded to pay me 2S. 6d. a visit and a trifle less for
advice and medicine; and now I have a practice without any clubs. I
may as well say here that I have, and always shall for the future, decline
clubs on the following grounds: The remuneration is totally inade-
quate ' the system of being paid inadequately and for prospective much
or littie work tends to make one neglect one's cases, and look upon
them as " only clubbers," and always to endeavour to get that part of
one's work done as quickly as possible; in fact, the system is bad both
for doctor and patient alike. I hope I am not making it appear that the
ordinary medical man is a totally mercenary character-that I do not
admit-but at the same time human nlature does assert itself in many
cases, when one is sent for at the same moment to see both a club and
a private patient for instance. I think in the majority of cases the
latter would cceteris paribus be attended to first.
Now I emphatically declare that in my opinion every working man

with wife and no children who earns as much as XI a week can well
afford (or ought to be able to do so) to pay far more than 8s. a year for
medical attendance unless he or she is thriftless in the extreme-thrift-
lessness often meaning drink. That he cannot afford to pay 25. 6d. a
visit for a long illness anyone will treely admit, but he could afford a
sum of, say, 5S. a week for a few weeks in case he had sickness, and in
the event of a longer illness no doubt a hospital would be the proper
place. In such an instance the medical man would find he was paid
etter for the amoumt of work done, including wear and tear an out

of pocket expenses, than if the patient belonged to a club, and so too I
think if his prospective patients numbered hundreds at the same rate.Now2 every medical man who takes patientsjn clubs at 4s. a year is, in
my opinion, being " sweated" by those patients. I admit that I have
been so in the past, but I never.'intend to put myself in that position
again. Rather-far rather-would I give medicine and advice to the
poor for is. (and be richer) than get £2oo ayearforattendingelubs
(which represents about I,oOO members), leaving little time for aught
else.
The system I have alluded to of attending the poor at from 5S. a week

when ill I know will work, because I have tried it. Moreover, it has
been made use of even by members who were paying into clubs at that
identical time. How, then, about the man who earned X6i a week, was
in a club, and could still afford to pay me ?
But the reason medical men suffer from this sweating system is their

own jealousy. They hate to hear of others taking up the clubs they
have themselves declined. And the public, who know this fact, trade
upon it. Therein lies the whole mystery.
Let us, then, amend this state of affairs at once, and by an amalgama-

tion giving us power over those few who fail to see the profession being
degraded, and let not the future give regret at having missed an oppor-
tunity which may never occur again.

THE COMPLAINT OF THE NATIONAL MEDICAL AID CO.
MR. E. T. HoRWOOD (Secretary National Medical Aid Co., Ltd., '8o, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.) writes: In the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
January gth you refer to this company at some length, and I am sure
I can rely upon your courtesy and fairness to allow me to say a few
words in reply. I do not propose to discuss the question whether this
company is or is not " a sort of medical practitioners' aid society," nor
yet whether "if it were not for the enterprise of the National Medical
Aid Company, some of the poor classes of the community would not
pay a doctor at all." I merely wish to say a word on the systematic
attempts which are being made (of course, on purely ethical grounds)
by medical men. even while they are acting for us, to form clubs of
their own, and in the more ambitious ventures to evolve local medical
societies out of the local branch of the National Medical Aid Company
by the simple process of taking our subscribers, our rules, and even
our collectors. If this sort of thing prevails to any extent-and I have
no reason to believe that this company is specially singled out for
attack-it would, indeed, be strange if friction and bad feeling did not
exist between the associations and certain of their medical officers. So
far as this company is concerned, in persuading our members to leave
us and join a newly-formed private club or local society, a medical
officer is doing what he distinctly promised and agreed he would not

do, and that stipulation was a condition of his appointment. If the
battle of the clubs is to be fought, let it at any rate te fought fairly, and
let there be no misapprehension as to the weapons used or the issues
involved.
The General Medical Council a few years ago emphatically refused

to declare that those nmedical men who continued in the services of
medical aid associations were acting in a reprehensible manner, but if
they were appealed to on this particular aspect of the battle of the
clubs, it is more than probable they would declare that the methods.
adopted to transform medical aid associations into doctors' private
clubs and local medical aid societies are both unethical and repre--
hensible.

EVIDENCE AS TO THE ABUSE OF CLUBS.
DR. EDGAR J. DONBAVAND (South Tottenham) writes: Apropos of your
correspondent "Medical Practioner's" letter in the BRITISH MEDICAL
J OtTRNAL of February 6th, this fact may go on the list. A patient,
whose rent is £45 has just brought her child to ask me if there is any-
thing wrong with her chest; if so, she would take her at once to the
Brompton Hospital. I may add, the Xwhole family of four belong to a.
medical aid club.

FAIR TRADE (Nottingham) writes: I am acquainted with two glaring
instances of the abuse of clubs: (i) The son of a director of a large
hosiery manufactory, employing over a hundred hands and paying a.
good dividend, allows his wife to be attended by a doctor who receives
4S. per annum per patient from the society of which he is an officer.
(2) A lace manufacturer, managing a factory for his father, who is also
tlle owner of other property in the neighbourhood, obtains medical
attendance for his wife and family through the agency of a society
which pays its doctor less than 48. per annum. In the former case it
was to the credit of the doctor that he refused to treat the patient.
unless as a private case.

THE Mansfield Reporter of January 3oth gives an account of a successful
stand made by a local practitioner for better club remuneration. Dr. E. S.
Nutting, the medical officer of the "Rising Star" Lodge (Manchester
Unity) applied for an increase in the payment of members up to 4S. per
annum, the usual club rate. On the application being refused Dr. Nutting
resigned; but at the election which followed we are glad to find he was
re-elected at the terms he stipulated for. It is, however, not so satis-
factory to find that in this dispute with the club Dr. Nutting was opposedi
by two of his profesional neighbours, although all the other local practi-
tioners had determined to support him in his reasonable claim.

DUNDEE FRIENDLY SOCIETIES.
THE Court of Foresters, which previously refused to grant the inereased
terms asked for by the medical officer, have now done so, and confirmec
his appointment for the year.

LEGISLATION AND THE SAFETY OF THE COAL
MINER.

THE Home Secretary has recently issued an Order insisting
upon the use of certain of the higher explosives in coal mines
and the abolition of gunpowder for blasting purposes. One
feeling has influenced Sir M. W. Ridley in coming to this
conclusion, and that is his care for the safety of the coa)
miner. Although the medium of expression, the Home Sec-
retary has in this instance voiced the opinion of experts not
hastily arrived at, but formed after due consideration.
In certain parts of the country the Order has been received

in a spirit quite foreign to its intention. To render coal
getting a safer employment is all that is aimed at. Under
any circumstances the daily round of a collier's life is a
perilous one. In spite of the fact that there is no other in-
dustry so subject to Goverment regulations, the number of
lives lost annually in this coal industry is too large, and any
reasonable recommendation that will diminish these should'
be welcomed by all, whether employer or employed. It is
estimated that whilst coal miners form one-thirty-sixth of the
population of our country, they have to bear one-fifth of the
fatal accidents that occur in all industries, a circumstance
which shows how precarious is their calling. From the
annual report of the mining industry for I895 we learn that
coal mining gives employment to 687,371 persons, and that
the number of deaths from explosions of fire damp or coal
dust was 55, and from falls of ground 447; including these
and other fatal accidents, I,O96 lives were lost within the
year. The death-rate of those employed under ground is
double that of those who work on the surface. Within the
past twelve months 70 fatalities occurred in the mines in the
North of England, 36 of which were due to falls of side and
roof, and only 4 attributable to explosions. In the South of
Durham and North Yorkshire 20 deaths occurred through
explosions. Different districts show different death-rates.
Taking the year I895 there were employed in South Wales
I8.3 per cent. of the total coal miners in the United Kingdom;
24 per cent. of the total deaths from mining occurred in this
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